


May Sim is the region’s premier Psychological Astrologer, and is known for her dynamic

personality, stage presence and a razor-sharp wit, drawing speaking engagements with

audiences of hundreds at Facebook, Fortinet, Omega, RADO, Hansgrohe and government

organisations like the Health Sciences Authority and E2i.

She is the first Asian to graduate from the International Academy of Astrology (Cleveland,

Ohio), she is now a member of their faculty, and the author of their syllabus for Psychological

Astrology.

Founder of her own astrology academy, Selfstrology Academy, is Asia’s #1 psychology

astrology academy, and has trained hundreds of astrologers around the world, from as far

as Brazil, Ukraine and Switzerland.

Her personal experience the courage to move away from a successful career as a General

Manager at the age of 24 in Height Safety company, to pursue a unique profession in

Astrology has inspired many others to have the similar confidence to do so in their careers.

May is extremely passionate about topics relating to careers and how unique individuals should

fully pursue and use their strengths to achieve personal fulfillment, as described in their

astrological profiles.

Many of her clients and students are top executives, business owners, entrepreneurs and

coaches who currently find dissatisfaction in their careers wishes to move towards

empowering and transformative growth in their work.
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May Sim has been featured twice in The New York Times Style

Magazine and other established publications both online and offline,

including AsiaOne, RiceMedia, MediaCorp Publications, Zula.sg.

These include:
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Suggested Topics To Feature:

1. Global Trends & Shifts – How will it impact us?

2. Use & Application of Astrology in the Workplace & Careers

3. Professions, Career and Workplace Dynamics

4. Business & Entrepreneurship

5. Community and Social Influences/ Factors

6. Psychological Profiling and Behaviour Analysis

*not limited to this list of topics



Over the years, May Sim has been regularly interviewed by journalists

and social media influencers. Her practical critical-thinking abilities and

controversial insights, help shed a fresh and unique perspective on

matters like current affairs, macro-economic factors, community and

social psychology.

Many past interviewers shared the appreciation for her no-nonsense, ‘no

fluff’, down-to-earth perspectives as opposed to the stark difference

they see with other spiritual-type practitioners in the industry.

Apart from external interviews, May has also conducted multiple public

events and webinars, generously sharing her astrological analysis on

global trends and shifts, which have significant impact to the general

public and community at large.

Past webinars had made a difference to:
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